Press Release

Dubai Maritime City signs integrated facilities management
contract with Imdaad
Three-year agreement to deliver quality-driven FM solutions to marine
companies

March

16, 2017 –Dubai Maritime

City, the sole specialized maritime
cluster in UAE that covers all marine
industry needs under one umbrella,
had recently signed a three-year
contract worth approximately AED 4
million with Imdaad, the GCC’s
leading

integrated

facilities

management (FM) company based in
Dubai.
Under the terms of our agreement, Imdaad will deliver integrated FM services to
Maritime Business Center Building (MBC). The new partnership illustrates the multiawarded FM Company’s proven capability to roll out quality-driven integrated FM
solutions designed to lessen costs, improve facility functions and asset management, and
achieve streamlined operations and standardized approach.

Jamal Abdullah Lootah, CEO, Imdaad, said: “We are excited by this latest strategic
cooperation with Dubai Maritime City. Gaining the trust and confidence of one of the
world’s major maritime business centers is a noteworthy achievement and strongly
reflects our strengths, professionalism, and proven ability to deliver unique solutions
tailored for the challenging environments of the shipping and O&G industries.”
“Our partnership does not only reflect our common commitment to improve
productivity in a cost-efficient manner while maintaining higher service levels, but is also
a major step forward for us at Imdaad as we strive to establish our presence in different
important economic sectors. We look forward to a fruitful collaboration with Dubai
Maritime City and the accomplishment of our set goals,” added Lootah.

“At Dubai Maritime City we strive to capitalize on the strengths of Dubai as a regional
and global maritime hub as well as contribute to the emirate’s efforts to create a dynamic
urban lifestyle for the maritime community. This can be achieved through the help of our
partners in various components of our operations. We are confident that Imdaad will
deliver superior integrated FM solutions according to our long-term strategy of
providing seamless FM services to ensure safe and comfortable work environments for
all employees and stakeholders,” concluded Mr. Ali Al Suwaidi, General Manager
Dubai Maritime City L.L.C.
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